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Vertical shaft, low speed aerators are ideal 
for the bacterial oxidization of effluent by the 
transfer of oxygen from the atmosphere and to 
provide the necessary turbulence to maintain 
homogenization and mixing between the live 
medium, the polluting elements and the water 
thus oxygenated.  Oxygen transfer rates are 
proportional to the power absorbed at the 
aerator shaft and this, in turn, is governed by the 
size, speed and immersion of the turbine. Tri-float 
units are ideal for open water aeration of ponds 
or lakes where the dissolved oxygen content is 
to be increased. 

Wamechsi aerator impellers are rag free in 
operation, have a high pumping capability 
suitable for low and high energy applications 
and produce a stable wave formation with a 
minimum of erratic splashing and negligible air 
bone mist.

An additional feature of the Wamechsi aerator 
is that the design is such that power input, and 
hence the oxygenation input, can be reduced 
to approximately 80% of the design figure by 
reversing direction of rotation.
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Technical Specifications
Power Input (kW) 5,5 7,5 11 15 18,5 22 30 37 45 55 75 90 110
Average Rotor speed (r.p.m)                                                            38 - 62
Minimum Basin Diameter (m) 7 9 10,5 12 15 18 21 24
Maximum Basin
Diameter (m) 15 21 30 36 42 48 50 53

Maximum liquid
Level in basin 3,5-4 4,5 – 4,8 4,8 – 6,0 6,5

Zone affected by
Impeller (m^2) 45 51 60 75 82 90 95 102

Minimum pump rate (m³/min) 36 44 48 60 80 100 120 160 180 220 260 300 340

SOTR  (kg O2/kwhr) 2,2 1.9 - 2



Dredging & Mobile On Site
Dewatering

Wamechsi offers a wide range of dredging equipment 
that have been developed during the past 10 years by 
full scale operational installations as well as endless 
experimenting and testing various methods for all 
kind of sludges.

The range of equipment has been developed to 
dredge/pump dams with a liquid from 0,14% DS 
up to 40% DS. Wamechsi  have our own range of 
dredging equipment that can be used on a rental 
basis, and can also be purchased if so required by 
the end user.

All our dredging equipment has 
the following two options:
1.  Self propelled by remote operation
2. Self contained fully operational dredging unit

Our range of dredging equipment:
1. Floating submersible pump pontoons
2. Floating self-priming pump stations
3. Remote controlled automatic dredgers
4. Fully automatic self powered hydraulic dredges
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Dredging & Mobile On 
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GENERAL
The Front rake screen uses a stationary screen field with 
openings ranging from 3 to 25mm or wider, depending on 
customer preference. Debris is removed from the screen 
field periodically by a continuous traveling rake bar system. 
These traveling rake bars may be activated by a timer, run 
continuously, or run continuously only during high flow when the 
timer is overridden by a float switch or level sensor.  

Each rake bar is mounted onto a chain on both sides of the 
screen frame. The rake bars’ teeth engage between the bars 
of the screen field and comb debris upward where the debris 
is removed mechanically and discharged into a chute in the 
back side of the screen.
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DESIGN FEATURES

● Unparalleled design due to simplicity and ef-
fectiveness

● All stainless steel construction
● Pivots out of channel for easy maintenance - 

optional
● Odour control due to low profile connected 

to screw press or screw conveyor
● SS Taper bar or Round bar screen field
● SS Bottom sprocket covers to prevent any 

foreign objects
● Replaceable screen field or screen bars
● SS chain locally fabricated c/w 4off 

stressed links, this minimize the cost of chain               
replacement

● Self lubricating Ertalyte rollers
● SS bottom sprocket design
● HDPE Rake guide shoes to ensure that rakes 

always maintain correct position in the screen 
field

● Unique cam profile design for top scraper 
design 

● Replaceable bearing inserts 
● Very low headloss
● Over torque protection c/w audible alarm 
● Variable screenings removable ratio
● 2 year guarantee
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Mechanical Screens
FRONT RAKE SCREEN

GENERAL
The Front rake screen uses a stationary screen field with openings 
ranging from 3 to 25mm or wider, depending on customer preference. 
Debris is removed from the screen field periodically by a continuous 
traveling rake bar system. These traveling rake bars may be activated 
by a timer, run continuously, or run continuously only during high flow 
when the timer is overridden by a float switch or level sensor.  

Each rake bar is mounted onto a chain on both sides of the screen 
frame. The rake bars’ teeth engage between the bars of the screen field 
and comb debris upward where the debris is removed mechanically and 
discharged into a chute in the back side of the screen.

DESIGN FEATURES
 Unparalleled design due to simplicity and 

effectiveness
 All stainless steel construction
 Pivots out of channel for easy 

maintenance - optional
 Odour control due to low profile 

connected to screw press or screw 
conveyor

 SS Taper bar or Round bar screen field
 SS Bottom sprocket covers to prevent any 

foreign objects
 Replaceable screen field or screen bars
 SS chain locally fabricated c/w 4off 

stressed links, this minimize the cost of 
chain replacement

 Self lubricating Ertalyte rollers
 SS bottom sprocket design
 HDPE Rake guide shoes to ensure that 

rakes always maintain correct position in 
the screen field

 Unique cam profile design for top 
scraper design 

 Replaceable bearing inserts 
 Very low headloss
 Over torque protection c/w audible 

alarm 
 Variable screenings removable ratio
 2 year guarantee
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MECHANICAL SCREENS
WATER & SEWAGE EQUIPMENT

THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FILTERS

Wedge wire, from
0.5 up to 10mm

Perforated plate
from 1 up to 6 mm

Mesh filter
from 0.5 up to 1 mm

1. Drum
2. Spray nozzles
3. Spiral
4. Compacting zone
5. Covers

Washed, dewatered 
& compacted 

screenings to skip

FLOW CAPACITIES 
 Up to 1 000 l/s depending on 

effluent and solids contained 
within the flow

FABRICATION
 Stainless steel: 304
 Stainless steel: 316
 Spiral: Mild steel or stainless 

steel, 304 or 316

SCREEN BASKET NOMINAL 
DIAMETER AVAILABILITY
200 mm up to 3 000 mm diameter

THE BENEFITS
 High quality and reliability at 

low costs
 Quick and easy installation
 Retrofit capabilities
 Reliable and automatic self-

cleaning operation
 Eliminates pump clogging

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
 Pump chambers
 Manholes, chambers and 

sumps
 Small wewage treatment works
 Municipal wastewater treat-

ment works
 Industrial effluent discharges
 Abbatoirs, fish and other food 

processing plants
 Process liquor or fluid screening
 Sludge and scum screening

ROTARY DRUM SCREEN     

VERTICAL SCREENS

SPIRAL SCREEN

STATIONARY 
DRUM SCREEN
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Screw Pumps
SCREW PUMP TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

DESCRIPTION SYMBOL UNIT

Angle of installation α º
Screw lenght Lsp mm

Building height H mm

Touch point Pi mm

Filling point Pm mm

Chute point Ps mm

Deliviery point Pr mm

Delivery head Hg mm

For the past 15 years 
Wamechsi have been 
designing and manufacturing 
screw pumps for various 
applications. Wamechsi 
manufacture a wide range 
with diameters up to 3000mm 
and lenghts up to 20 000mm. 
The invention of a screw pump 
comes from the ancient era 
when the technology was 
used for overcoming water 
transport elevation in the form 
of the Archimedes screw.
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AREAS OF APPLICATION
 Inlet and final effluent pumping in sewage treatment plants 

 Inter-stage pumping in sewage treatment plants 
 Return and surplus sludge pumping in sewage treatment plants 

Compact Screw
The pump is supplied as a compact 
unit with a self-supporting trough. 
The compact screw consists of a 
screw body, steel trough, upper and 
lower bearings, gearbox & drive. No 
installation of a concrete trough is 
needed. The construction work is way 
less demanding and the installation 
time is shortened.

Steel trough liner
In certain circumstances the construction of a screeded concrete trough 

is not practical and a prefabricated steel trough liner can be provided.

TYPES & MODELS
Concrete trough

The concrete trough is the old classic 
design. The civil contractor first builds a 
trough roughly 80 mm larger than the 
outer diameter of the screw rump. The fi-
nal dimensions of the trough is obtained 
by screeding. The screw is used to obtain 
the final dimension by rotating the screw 
with a temporary screed bar.

SCREW PUMPS
WATER & SEWAGE EQUIPMENT
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Endless  Rolled
Shaftless  Spirals
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SHAFTLESS SPIRAL CONVEYORS
HORIZONTAL, INCLINED & VERTICAL CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

Shaftless spiral conveyors are designed for the transport of otherwise difficult to handle materials, such as municipal 
dewatered sludge, wastewater screenings, grit, industrial sludge or other sticky, viscous and stringy materials. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
| Horizontal conveyor | Vertical conveyors | Inclined conveyors | Aerated grit chambers | 

| Live bottom / Hopper out loading Multi-spiral systems | Slewing conveyors | Heavy industrial applications |

Endless  Rolled  Shaftless Spirals

WATER & SEWAGE EQUIPMENT
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Numerous Spiral types available Stainless Steel pressing screws

Screw press

Pre-fab screw pumps

Spiral screen

Large screw pumpPlastic wash screws

 Grit screw



Sluicegates are mechanical  
equipment used for fluid control.

Our range of sluicegates together with 
a brief description is listed as follows.

Wall mounted gates

These types of gates are normally used 
to open or close an opening in a wall. 
The gates are normally used in the 
following applications:

●	 Division	boxes
●	 Reactor	walls
●	 Chlorine	by-pass	channels

The gates can close off a square or 
round hole in a concrete wall with the 
seal around the complete periphery of 
the opening.

Channel gates

These types of gates are normally used 
in channels to isolate or bypass of the 
flow	as	required.	The	gates	are	normally	
used in the following applications:

●	 Inletworks
 The gates are normally screw oper-

ated, with a handwheel or a gear-
box	mounted	on	a	beam	which	
forms part of the channel gate.

Weir gates

These types of gates are normally 
used	as	flow	control	gates,	whereby	
the	flow	over	the	top	of	the	gate	is	
controlled by adjusting its height. The 
gates are normally used in the following 
applications:

●	 Adjustable	overflow	weir	in	biologi-
cal reactors

●	 V-notch	weirs	for	flow	control	at	
axial	flow	pumps

●	 V-notch	weirs	at	final	effluent	

Flow dividers
These types of gates are normally used 
for	diverting	flow	into	either	of	two	
channels. The gates are normally used 
in the following applications:

●	 Dividing	flow	between	two	plants,	
normally an old plant adjacent to a 
newly built plant

Flap gates
These types of gates are normally used 
as	non-return	gates,	allowing	flow	in	one	
direction only. The gates are normally 
used in the following applications:

●	 Non	return	gates	at	axial	flow	
pumps or sludge recycle pumps

Telescopic bell mouths
These types of gates are normally used 
as	fluid	control	draw	off	valves.	
The gates are normally used in the 
following applications:

●	 Sludge	or	scum	withdrawal	at	
	 settling	tanks

Dewatering gates
These gates are normally adjustable 
double sided sliding gates. The gates 
are normally used in the following 
applications:

●	 Sludge	drying	beds	or	dams

T-Key operating design
The	T-Key	type	of	operating	gear	or	
spindle arrangements are operated by 
a	handwheel	which	can	be	removed	
when	level	setting	or	specific	isolation	is	
required.	It	also	used	where	a	pedestal	
and spindle arrangement is in the way 
of	movement	or	center	of	a	platform.	
The	T-Key	design	is	normally	used	in	the	
following applications:

●	 Setting	of	specific	flow
●	 Isolation	of	flow	during	mainte-

nance	work
●	 Used	as	anti-tampering	operating	

gear
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